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LOCALLY MANUFACTURED INVERTER SOLUTIONS FOR 86 MWP SOLAR PLANT
ABB is strengthening its position in the solar market 
in South Africa by delivering electric balance of 
plant for an 86 megawatt peak (MWp) project near 
Prieska in South Africa. This packaged inverter 
solution comprises locally manufactured inverter 
stations and medium voltage (MV) stations with 
related services.

The project has been developed by Mulilo 
Sonnedix and is to be built by Juwi ZA. The site is 
located in the Northern Cape region of South Africa 
close to Prieska, and forms part of the Renewable 
Energy Independent Power Producers Procurement 
Programme (REIPPP) Round 3 projects. 

The nominal rating of the project is 76 MW ac, 
The ABB plant is feeding the power to the national 
high voltage grid. The deliveries started in October 
2015 supporting the rapid connection target to the 
distribution network in May 2016.

ABB’s scope of delivery includes 40 x 2 MW 
PVS800-IS inverter stations, each containing two 
PVS800 central inverters, and respective MV sta-
tions with 2,4 MVA transformers and ring main 
units (RMU). ABB PVS800 central inverters and in-
verter stations are manufactured in ABB Johannes-
burg facilities as well as also the 22 kV Ring Main 
Units (RMUs). Together with locally manufactured 
medium voltage transformer the local content of 
ABB delivery exceeds 60 %. The hardware delivery 
is supplemented by a service offering that includes 
training and commissioning and local support for 
the years to come. 

“The high efficiency, reliability and easy-to-
maintain industrial design of our inverters, together 
with our local service and support capabilities, are 
the key success factors for ABB PVS800 central 
inverters in South Africa. All these together with the 
high local content that ABB is able to provide offer 
customers a real, bankable solution that we are 
able to support for years to come in South Africa,” 
says Silviu Martinescu, Manager of ABB’s business 
unit Power Conversion in South Africa. “We are 
developing further our service organization in the 
region to meet the increasing installed base as I 
expect more deliveries to come.”

Spring had sprung but where I’m sitting, it certainly doesn’t feel 
like it ... and the only thing to keep the wintery cold at bay is an-
other ‘hot’ topic from the Occupational Health and Safety Act.

Last month, I finished up with Regulation 5 from the Electrical Instal-
lation Regulations (2009) that form part of the Occupational Health 
and Safety Act (Act 85 of 1993) and now we continue with Regulation 
6, which deals with the electrical contractor.

Perhaps this is also a good time to look at the ‘new’ Construction 
Regulations 2014, which came into effect on 7 August 2015. This feels 
a little like a ‘chicken and egg’ situation because in more than one in-
stance you are “the (principal) contractor” and in the other, you are the 
“(sub)-contractor”, when it comes to ‘construction’ per se. And the two 
‘related’ publications don’t make it any easier. 

Let’s start by looking at the two definitions for ‘contractor’:
The Electrical Installation Regulations 2009 says: “Electrical con-

tractor” means “a person who undertakes to perform electrical instal-
lation work on behalf of any other person, but excludes an employee 
of such first-mentioned person”; And in the Construction Regulations 
2014 it is much simpler: “Contractor means an employer who per-
forms construction work” The definitions for ‘work’ in both sets of Reg-
ulations make for interesting reading, too. In the Electrical Installation 
Regulations 2009 it reads: “Installation work means: 
(a) The installation, extension, modification or repair of an electrical in-

stallation;
(b) The connection of machinery at the supply terminals of such ma-

chinery; or
(c) The inspection, testing and verification of electrical installations for 

the purpose of issuing a certificate of compliance ...”
And the Construction Regulations 2014 defines it as: 
“Construction work means any work in connection with:
(a) The construction, erection, alteration, renovation, repair, demolition or 

dismantling of or addition to a building or any similar structure; or
(b) The construction, erection, maintenance, demolition or dismantling of 

any bridge, dam, canal, road, railway, runway, sewer or water reticu-
lation system; or the moving of earth, clearing of land, the making of 
excavation, piling, or any similar civil engineering structure or type 
of work ...”

You will notice that the definitions are very similar in wording and it is 
only the difference in disciplines that makes for a slightly different in-
terpretation but, in reality, they basically describe the same activity and 
are actually two sides of the same coin, so to speak.

The Electrical Installation Regulations 2009 then continues with 
Regulation 6 as follows:
Electrical contractor
6. (1) No person may do electrical installation work as an electrical con-

tractor unless that person has been registered as an electrical 
contractor in terms of these Regulations. 

(2)  Any person who does electrical installation work as an electrical 
contractor shall register annually in the form of Annexure 3 with 
the chief inspector or a person appointed by the chief inspector. 

(3)  An application for registration as referred to in subregulation (2) 
shall be accompanied by the fee prescribed by regulation 14. 

(4)  The chief inspector or a person appointed by the chief inspec-
tor shall register any person referred to in subregulation (1) as an 
electrical contractor and enter such registration into the national 
database, provided that such person 

(a)  Has a fixed address and a telephone; and 
(b)  Employs a registered person in a full-time capacity, or is himself 

or herself a registered person. 
The above regulation is one of the few that, to me, is defined in plain 
and simple terms. 

So, now you comply 100% with Regulation 6 of the Electrical Instal-
lation Regulations 2009 and you venture out to find work as com-
pliant electrical contractor ... Luckily it isn’t long before you get your 
first appointment ... and you get blindsided by the following from the 
Construction Regulations 2014. The Construction Regulations, namely 
Regulation 7, reads (the principal contractor is the builder and you, the 
electrical guy, is the contractor in this case and, for the sake of clarity, 
only pertinent information will be listed): 

Duties of principal contractor and contractor
7.   (1) A principal contractor must –
(c)  On  appointing  any  other  contractor,  in  order  to  ensure  compli-

ance  with  the provisions of the Act -

(ii)  Ensure that potential contractors submitting tenders have made 
sufficient provision for health and safety measures during the 
construction process;

(iii)  Ensure that no contractor is appointed to perform construction 
work unless the principal contractor is reasonably satisfied that 
the contractor that he or she intends to appoint, has the neces-
sary competencies and resources to perform the construction 
work safely;

(iv)  Ensure prior to work commencing on the site that every contrac-
tor is registered and in good standing with the compensation fund 
or with a licensed compensation insurer as contemplated in the 
Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act, 1993;

(viii)  Stop any contractor from executing construction work which is 
not in accordance with the client’s health  and  safety  specifica-
tions  and  the principal contractor’s health and  safety plan for the 
site or which poses a threat to the health and safety of persons;

I believe the Construction Regulations 2014 places a completely dif-
ferent slant on the electrical construction industry. All of a sudden, we 
electricians are confronted with terms such as ‘construction manager’, 
‘construction supervisor’, ‘fall risk’ and ‘duties of the designer’. Construc-
tion Regulation 23 spells out all the ‘do’s and don’ts’ with regard to ‘con-
struction vehicles’. To me, terms such as ‘good working order’, ‘operated 
by a person who has received appropriate training and is in possession 
of a Medical Certificate of Fitness’ all spell extra expenses, but there is no 
getting away from it. 

This ‘Medical Certificate of Fitness’ doesn’t end with the driver ... Nope, 
this requirement covers the entire workforce! That means the boss of a 
smallish concern (who is still on the tools) will also have to provide the 
principal contractor with a ‘Medical Certificate of Fitness’. 

Other things electricians and electrical contractors need to take note 
of, are terms and issues relating to ‘health and safety plans’, ‘risk assess-
ments’, ‘scaffolding’ and ‘construction employees’ facilities’ whether we 
have in the past or not.

All the above is a little difficult to explain but I think you get my ‘drift’. 
So be on the lookout for my in-depth discussion on the Construction 

Regulations 2014 in a future column.
Till next time ...

DUTIES OF THE PRINCIPAL CONTRACTOR AND THE CONTRACTOR IN SIMPLE TERMS

According to Martinescu, “Based on the latest 
estimates, just in South Africa, an impressive 
1 041 gigawatts of PV capacity are expected to be 
installed within a three-year period through 2018. 
ABB’s wide portfolio of different sizes of inverters, 
together with its other products for the solar industry, 
give customers an attractive one-stop shopping 

opportunity for packaged solutions for different 
sizes and types of plants.”

The ABB PVS800-IS inverter station, rated from 
1.75 to 2 MW, is designed for multi-megawatt PV 
power plants. The inverter station uses two 875 kW 
or 1  000  kW PVS800 central inverters. Depend-
ing on the size of the PV power plant, several ABB 

inverter stations can be combined to meet the 
needed capacity. With a wide list of approvals and 
with advanced and flexible grid support functions, 
the inverter station meets all the applicable network 
connection requirements, regardless of where the 
project is located.
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